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WHERE IT BEGINS

GROWING A NEW ERA OF BOLD SOLUTIONS TOGETHER
Reinke and CropX® are global leaders in agriculture technology, and are 

optimizing a bold new era of precision management solutions for growers 

around the world.

Trusted by growers, Reinke and CropX are leading the way for technology 

in the field. Together, precision irrigation and soil sensors can maximize 

the performance of water applications. Reinke and CropX are providing the 

integrated tools to simplify farm management for you.

CROPX: FARM MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
 � Irrigation Management - Save money and resources by making the 

data work for you. Easy installation gets you up and running in minutes to 

deliver irrigation insights with cutting-edge wireless connectivity. 

 � Added Agronomic Value - for disease awareness and fertility 

management.

 � Real Time Data - Easy to understand on one powerful platform with 

the integrated precision irrigation of ReinCloud® ag-data.
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ABOLDNEWERA.COM
LOCAL REINKE DEALER OR VISIT

FOR MORE DETAILS, CONTACT YOUR 

YOU: THE GROWER, THE EXPERT
You bring knowledge and a bold desire to try new methods of working 
in agriculture.

 � You are a trusted advisor with grit and determination to make 

things happen.

 � You stay informed and connected your way.

 � You can have peace of mind with the simple farm management 

tools by Reinke and CropX.

REINKE: PRECISION IRRIGATION
Reinke has the precision irrigation products to monitor and operate 
numerous pivots from one location. With integrated platforms you can 
quickly view the status of your irrigation system, weather and crop 
sensor, allowing you to make decisions on the go.

 � Remote Management - The Reinke remote management 

comprises the RC10 hardware and software, ReinCloud. The 

irrigation system can be operated remotely from any place, at 

any time.

 � Electronic Swing Arm Corner (ESAC™) - The ESAC 

uses sequential sprinkler zones and provides electronic zone 

control based on GPS positioning. You can virtually eliminate 

under and over water throughout your field corners with the 

ESAC controls.

 � Variable Rate Irrigation (VRI) - Using VRI, allows you  

to create unique field prescriptions to apply precise amounts 

of water to defined sections of the field. The prescriptions can 

be calculated according to numerous variables and used with 

almost any pivot or lateral move irrigation system.


